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ABSTRACT. Molecular simulation is increasingly used by chemical engineers and industrial 

chemists in process and product development. In particular, the possibility to predict the structure 

and stability of potential polymorphs of a substance is of tremendous interest to the 

pharmaceutical and specialty chemicals industry. Molecular mechanics modelling relies on the 

use of parameterized force fields and methods of assigning point charges to the atoms in the 

molecules. In commercial molecular simulation software a wide variety of such combinations are 

available, and there is a need for critical assessment of the capabilities of the different 

alternatives. 

mailto:rasmuson@ket.kth.se


In the present work, the performance of several molecular mechanics force fields combined with 

different methods for the assignment of atomic point charges have been examined with regard to 

their ability to calculate absolute crystal lattice energies and their capacity to identify the 

experimental structure as a minimum on the potential energy hypersurface. Seven small, aromatic 

mono-molecular crystalline compounds are used in the evaluation. It is found that the majority of 

the examined methods cannot be used to reliably predict absolute lattice energies. The most 

promising results were obtained with the Pcff force field using integral charges, and the Dreiding 

force field using Gasteiger charges, both of which performed with an accuracy of the same order 

of magnitude as the variations in experimental lattice energies. Overall, it has been observed that 

the best results are achieved if the same force field method is used to relax the crystal structure 

and calculate the energy, and to optimize and calculate the energy of the gas phase molecule used 

for the correction for changes in molecular geometry. The Pcff and Compass force fields with 

integral charges have been found to predict relaxed structures closest to the experimental ones. 

In addition, five different methods for determining point charges fitted to the electrostatic 

potential (ESP-charges), available in the same software, have been evaluated. For each method, 

the molecular geometries of ten small, organic molecules were optimized, and ESP-charges 

calculated and analyzed for linear correlation with a set of reference charges of an accepted 

standard method, HF/6-31G*. Dmol-3 gives charges that correlate well with the reference charge. 

The charges from Vamp are not linearly scalable to the HF/6-31G*-level, which is attributed 

partly to the geometry optimization but mainly to the calculation of the ESP and the subsequent 

charge fit. 



INTRODUCTION 

A steadfast increase in computational power continually extend the possibilities of molecular 

modelling, and advances in theory, modelling technology and user-friendliness have led to an 

increasing demand from the industry for molecular modelling solutions. The industrial 

applications of molecular simulation are numerous, and include modelling of surfaces at the 

atomistic level1, mechanisms of chemical reactions, interactions and catalysis2, and molecular 

dynamics simulations to predict mechanical properties as well as statistical properties (such as 

entropy)3. As molecular simulation is gradually being added to the arsenal of computational tools 

used by chemical engineers and industrial chemists in process and product development, there is 

a growing need for a critical assessment of the methods implemented in commercial codes. 

One of the most intriguing and challenging goals of molecular modelling is to predict possible 

crystal packing arrangements from nothing more than the molecular formula4. In the processing 

of crystalline organic fine chemicals and pharmaceuticals, crystal polymorphism is of tremendous 

importance; a large proportion of all organic compounds exhibit polymorphism, and different 

solid forms of a substance display different solid state properties, e.g. stability, crystal shape, 

compressibility, density and dissolution rate, leading to differences in handling and processing 

properties of the compound, and in the shelf life and bioavailability of drugs5. It is of the greatest 

importance to the pharmaceutical and fine chemical industry to ensure reliable and robust 

processes, and conformity with Good Manufacturing Practice, and thus one regulatory 

requirement for active pharmaceutical ingredients is the identification of possible polymorphic 

forms. 

By lattice energy based Monte Carlo simulations it is possible in theory to predict the 

appearance of different polymorphs of a compound6. Promising results have been obtained for 

neutral, fairly rigid molecules, but there are still limitations in the application to flexible 



molecules, polar molecules – especially when hydrogen bonds are involved – hydrates and 

salts4,6. In a series of benchmark tests4,7,8, invited experts using a wide variety of methodologies 

were challenged to propose candidate structures for each of a set of compounds, for which they 

only knew the molecular formula. The overall conclusion from the first three tests is that no 

technique gives consistently reliable results, with major obstacles being how to deal with 

structures with more than one molecule in the asymmetric unit, and the treatment of the 

conformational energy which is very important for flexible molecules. The need for better energy 

models is stressed. The results of the recently performed fourth blind test9 are more encouraging; 

it is shown that, by using careful parameterization of the energy functions together with electron 

structure calculations employing density functional theory, sufficiently good lattice energy 

calculations are possible which enable the prediction of the stable low-temperature crystal 

structures of small and medium sized molecules10. However, this approach is very expensive in 

terms of computer power: approximately 280,000 CPU hours, in terms of regular 2.8 GHz 

processors, were required for the four simple, fairly rigid molecules in the blind test – orders of 

magnitude beyond what is required by the regular molecular mechanics approach. 

Molecular mechanics11, the only technique sufficiently fast for routine modelling of large 

systems, relies on sets of parameterized equations, called force fields, to describe the energy of 

the system. Users with plenty of time, know-how and access to experimental data can develop 

tailor-made force fields, specially parameterized for one or a few molecules12. For the less 

specialized users, and for calculations on new substances or for introductory studies, there are 

generic force fields, often parameterized for large groups of chemically related molecules. When 

modelling crystal structures, it is vital to provide a sufficient description of the electrostatic 

interaction energy between atoms6. Most generic force fields feature atom-centred point charges, 

which result in simple, fast calculations.  



In crystal structure prediction, the generation and ranking of structures is based on lattice 

energies, calculated at zero Kelvin. Crystal structure predictions for a particular compound 

usually produce several hundred structures13 within relevant lattice energy and density 

boundaries. If these structures are ranked in order of lattice energy or density, frequently the 

experimentally known crystal structure(s) will not be found at the top, possibly not even being 

found at all4,13. Poor energy models and search algorithms are partly to blame for this, but it is 

also possible that the nucleation and/or growth of certain thermodynamically favoured structures 

is hampered for kinetic reasons. Lattice energy differences between experimentally known 

polymorphs are estimated to be below 10%, or about 10 kJ/mol12. Thus, the force field has to be 

able to calculate the energy of a given crystal structure to within the corresponding precision, and 

rank the structures in the correct order based on lattice energy. Even if the goal is only to generate 

a set of plausible potential structures, the fact is that the location of minima on the potential 

energy hypersurface depends on an accurate description of the energy. 

The present work is a critical assessment of the capability of molecular mechanics to calculate 

crystal lattice energy, a fundamental requirement not only for crystal structure prediction, but for 

many other modelling applications involving the crystalline state. A number of generic force 

fields are combined with different methods for assigning atomic point charges, and are used to 

compute lattice energies of experimentally known crystal structures. Evaluated is also the 

capacity of different combinations of force fields and charge assignment methods to identify the 

experimental structure as a minimum in potential energy. It is shown that many methods in fact 

produce very poor results, even for the simple, essentially rigid molecules of the present study. 

However, it is also found that there are working combinations of force fields and charge 

assignment methods which are able to predict reasonably adequate lattice energies of a set of 

substituted aromatics with low molecular weight. The work includes a separate evaluation of the 



methods for the calculation of point charges. The results show that there are methods that can 

provide adequate point charges, while the result of others is unacceptable. The software used for 

most of the calculations is the code containing the only commercially available polymorph 

predictor. However, this software is not limited to crystal structure prediction, nor are the 

evaluated force fields and charge assignment methods unique to this particular software. Hence, 

the relevance of this work should also extend to the application in general of molecular modelling 

tools. 

 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

For a given system, the total energy function describes a hypersurface, the minima on which 

correspond to possible (meta)stable arrangements of the atoms of the considered system. In 

molecular mechanics, the potential function is generally written as a sum of intra- and 

intermolecular terms, for valence- and non-bonded interactions: 

)E(EEEE hbvdwebondtot     (1) 

where the terms are the summation over all occurring atom-atom interactions involving 

covalent bonds (Ebond) (e.g. stretching, bending and torsions), dispersion (Evdw) and electrostatic 

(Ee) interactions. Some force fields include a special term (Ehb) to account for hydrogen bonds, 

while most force fields model such interactions using only the electrostatic and van der Waals’ 

terms. 

 

Electrostatics : atomic point charges 

A very important term in eq. 1 is the one describing the electrostatic interaction energy between 

atoms. The state of the art involves advanced models for the electrostatic part of the energy6,12 



such as multipoles or off-centre charges, for all or parts of the electrostatic energy14. However, in 

most force fields available to the average user, this term is a Coulombic interaction: 
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where Qa and Qb are point charges centred on the nuclei of atoms a and b, separated by a 

distance rab. 

Assigning point charges to the atoms of a molecule is a common way to obtain a simple 

description of the electrostatics, resulting in comparatively fast calculations. However, in the 

quantum mechanical sense, the point charge representation is a rough approximation. 

Furthermore, the Coulombic energy is generally a comparatively small number15 obtained by a 

summation of very large absolute numbers; ergo, the need for some care in the determination of 

point charges. 

There exist a variety of techniques for assigning point charges, with varying degree of 

refinement, complexity and basis in theory or experimental observables. If the main purpose of 

the point charges is to describe interactions between adjacent molecules, atomic charges can be 

apportioned in such a way that the electrostatic potential (ESP) of the molecule in the region 

close to the molecular van der Waals’ surface is recreated. Atomic point charges (“ESP-charges”) 

are assigned in such a way as to minimize the difference to the quantum mechanically (QM) 

calculated ESP, while maintaining the overall condition of electroneutrality. This can be done in 

a number of ways16,17,18,19 , and it is not a trivial problem20, and the fit can be carried out with 

further constraints, such as reproducing the molecular dipole moment. In addition, the calculation 

of the quantum mechanical ESP used as basis for the determination of point charges can be done 

with different approximations and level of theory. In crystal structure prediction, ESP-charges are 



often used to describe the electrostatic interactions, and for some force fields, e.g. Dreiding, ESP-

charges has been a generally recommended approach14,19,21. 

In figure 1, the most important choices and methods involved in the calculation of ESP-charges 

are summarized. 

 

Figure 1. A simplified flowchart of the process of calculating ESP-charges, the terms and 

principal decisions required of the user, and the main settings used in the present work. 

Concerning the accuracy of the quantum mechanical ESP calculation, it has been found that the 

resulting ESP-charges are fairly weakly dependent on the basis set, i.e. the set of orbitals, used in 

the QM calculation17. Momany16 showed that, for standard self-consistent field Hartree-Fock 

(SCF HF) calculations, the magnitude of the calculated point charges depends linearly on the 

quantum mechanical precision of the ESP, and thus that a small basis set can be used to obtain an 
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initial set of ESP-charges which can then be scaled with a proper scaling factor, to obtain charges 

approximately equivalent to a set derived with a more extended basis set. The scaling coefficients 

are strictly valid only for the particular set of molecules used in the fit, but provided the 

molecules are chosen representatively, the idea is that the coefficients should be portable among 

similar molecules.  

As regards a reference standard for the level of theory to use in the QM calculations, the 

general consensus in the literature22 is that the electrostatic potential is adequately converged at 

the SCF HF/6-31G(d) level (standard Hartree-Fock using the common, polarized split-valence 

basis set 6-31G(d)). Charges fitted to the ESP should approximately reproduce the molecular 

dipole moment18. HF/6-31G(d) theory has been found to overestimate molecular dipole moments 

by around 10-20%23. Since the ESP around a molecule scales the same way as the dipole 

moment24, it would be possible to scale down HF/6-31G(d) ESP-charges to better reproduce the 

gas phase dipole moments. However, since polarization in solids and liquids increases the 

effective molecular dipole moment by about 10-20%25, this is generally omitted and the HF/6-

31G(d)-derived ESP-charges used unmodified. 

It has been firmly established23,26,27 that semi-empirical ESP calculations on experimentally 

determined molecular geometries, using the MNDO28 and the PM329 methods, can give point 

charges that give a good linear correlation with ESP-charges calculated with SCF HF. 

Calculating the ESP from a semi-empirical wave function can be done more or less rigorously. 

The technique of Besler et al.23, used in various modifications by other researchers26,27 is fairly 

rigorous. As a contrast, the method designated VESPA30, implemented in the Vamp module of 

the software package Materials Studio from Accelrys Ltd., makes use of a greatly simplified 

theoretical foundation: the ESP is derived from a multipole distribution, where each heavy atom 

is described by nine point charges and each hydrogen by one, thus avoiding all the time-



consuming integrals required in the rigorous approach. The speed advantage of the VESPA-

method is significant, allowing it to be used for very large systems. 

Wampler31 examined the application of linear scaling to ESP-charges derived using another 

form of QM calculations – density functional theory (DFT) – and using Gaussian 92/DFT, he 

reports scaling coefficients ranging between 0.94 and 1.16 for various functionals, with good 

linear correlation to HF. 

Two other techniques to calculate point charges, both faster and simpler in comparison with 

ESP-charges, are the Gasteiger method32 and the charge equilibration (QEq) method33. The 

former constitutes a way of assigning atomic charges without the need for a wave function nor 

for knowledge of the molecular geometry; the charges depend only on the connectivity of the 

atoms. QEq charges are calculated with a simple algorithm that makes use of atomic ionization 

potentials and electron affinities – experimentally determined parameters that are well defined for 

most atoms – and depend both on the connectivity and the conformation of the molecule. 

Finally, there are force fields that come with their own built-in, or integral, charges, treated as 

parameters to be optimized along with the others in the parameterization of the force field. The 

idea is that a reduced theoretical accuracy is an affordable price to pay for a balanced, stable 

force field with good parameter correlation. Examples of such force fields are Pcff and 

Compass34. Users of such force fields are recommended to keep to this charge model35, but ESP-

charges are reported to have been substituted with some success21. 

One important consideration is the molecular conformation that is used for calculating ESP-

charges. Possibilities include the global quantum mechanical gas phase optimum, the 

experimentally determined gas phase geometry, and the actual conformation found in a certain 

crystal structure. The choice depends on application and on the data available. 

 



Thermodynamics and the force field energy 

The energy calculated with molecular mechanics is only a potential internal energy; kinetic 

energy and entropy are both disregarded, and the calculations refer formally to zero Kelvin 

without zero-point vibrations. In addition, density differences between different crystal packing 

arrangements, usually no more than a few per cent12, can safely be ignored. 

Eq. 1 contains energy terms for both intra- and intermolecular interactions, each with a 

different reference state. Hence, the absolute value of Etot on its own has no practical value; it is a 

theoretical value representing the energy compared to a state of free, non-interacting molecules 

with non-interacting fragments, and with all bond lengths, angles, torsion angles etc. at their 

respective defined reference values, at 0 K. For meaningful comparisons, a common reference is 

needed, and the compared structures must have identical force field atom types and bonds. By 

using the free gas phase molecule as the reference state, the total energy difference becomes the 

lattice energy. With calculations carried out at zero Kelvin, the molecular conformation with the 

lowest energy is used for the gas phase reference. If the molecular geometry in the crystal 

structure is identical to that in the gas phase, the zero-Kelvin lattice energy is equal to the 

intermolecular part of Etot. 

The lattice energy is related to the enthalpy of sublimation, a fact which is often exploited in 

the evaluation of force fields since the sublimation enthalpy can be easily determined 

experimentally. The enthalpy of sublimation can be divided into a term originating from the 

condensation of molecules of one particular conformation, and a term that describes the change in 

conformation upon condensation. This conformational energy term is in turn composed of 

potential and kinetic internal energy and a pressure-volume term. This leads to equation 3:  

.conf.cond.cond,k.cond,p.conf.condsub HVPUUHHH    (3) 



The negative of the lattice energy is equal to the potential energy of condensation plus the 

correction for changes in conformation. The kinetic energy term is the equipartition energy 

difference between the vapour and the crystal11 due to rotation, vibration and translation, -3RT, 

and the PV-term is equal to RT, where T is the temperature at which ΔHsub was measured: 

RT2EH lattsub       (4) 

Equation 4 is based on several approximations, most importantly that i) the heat capacity CV of 

the gas in the interval from K up to the temperature T is assumed to be equal to that of an ideal 

gas, 3R, and ii) the CV of the crystal is assumed to be equal to 6R. Other approximations for the 

heat capacities have been suggested36, but the corrections they provide are all in the same range 

as the uncertainties in the measurements of the enthalpies of sublimation. 

Correcting the enthalpy of sublimation measured at T1 up or down to another temperature, T2, 

according to these approximations, is done by equation 5: 

)TT(R2)T(H)T(H 121sub2sub      (5) 

 

SIMULATION WORK 

Periodic structure calculations 

Calculations have been performed with the software Materials Studio from Accelrys, since it 

contains the only commercial polymorph prediction program. Experimental crystal structures, 

reported in the Cambridge structural database, of a set of medium sized, aromatic model 

compounds have been imported into the module Forcite. Lattice energies have been calculated by 

a variety of molecular mechanics methods by subtracting the total energy of the optimized gas 

phase molecule (global energy minimum) from the total energy of the crystal structure. The gas 

phase optimization is performed either by i) molecular mechanics, using the same method as for 



the calculations on the crystal structure, or ii) a quantum mechanical method (density functional 

theory, with the module Dmol-3, using the exchange-correlation functional PW9137 in all 

instances except for those where the module Vamp with the method MNDO28 was used in the 

structure calculations, in which cases Vamp (MNDO) was also used for the gas phase 

optimization). 

Each experimental crystal structure has been optimized with each respective molecular 

mechanics method, within the constraints of the respective space group, in order to investigate 

the closest energy minimum of the force field, as illustrated in figure 2. The lattice energy of the 

‘relaxed’ structure was then calculated, and the relaxation energy, defined as the difference in 

lattice energy before and after relaxation, was examined. 

  

Figure 2. Schematic representation of structure relaxation. 

Lattice energies of the experimental and the optimized structures have been compared with 

experimental sublimation enthalpy values, corrected down to 0 K using eq. 5. Three force fields 

have been used in the calculations: Dreiding 2.2138, Pcff34 and Compass34, and a number of 

different methods available in the software Materials Studio 3.2 for assigning atom-centred point 

charges have been used in combination with the force fields: 



QM gas ESP – Charges fitted to the electrostatic potential of a quantum mechanically 

optimized gas phase molecule. Two methods were used: Vamp MNDO and Dmol-3 PW91, both 

parts of the Materials Studio software. 

True ESP – Charges fitted to the electrostatic potential of the molecule in the exact 

conformation appearing in the experimental crystal structure. If more than one molecule appears 

in the asymmetric unit, each conformation has been treated separately. The Dmol-3 PW91 

method was used. 

Gasteiger – Charges calculated by the conformation independent method of Gasteiger and 

Marsili32. 

QEq – Charges calculated by the charge equilibration method of Rappé and Goddard33. For all 

structure optimizations with this type of charges, an iterative approach was used, with alternating 

optimizations and recalculations of charges, until steady state was attained. 

Coulson – Charges apportioned from the wave function according to the “Coulson” method39. 

The wave functions were gas phase optimized and evaluated with Vamp MNDO. 

Integral charges – Charges which have been incorporated into the force field, and treated as 

parameters. Integral charges are not available for the Dreiding force field. 

Unfortunately, quantum chemical calculations at the HF/6-31G(d)-level cannot be performed 

within the software bundle. The settings used in the energy calculations are summarized in table 

8 (appendix). 

Seven model compounds have been used in the evaluation, as given in table 1 and figure 3. The 

compounds are all uncharged, organic molecules (aromatics), with little conformational 

flexibility and low molecular weight. Only the elements C, H, O and N are present, in a variety of 

common functional groups and bond types. Experimentally determined crystal structures of good 

quality, with all atom positions determined, are available in the open literature, as are 



experimentally determined enthalpies of sublimation. None of the structures contain zwitterionic 

molecules but several of the substances are polymorphic. No salts, co-crystals or solvates are 

considered. For each substance/polymorph, one crystal structure from the Cambridge structural 

database was chosen for the structure and energy calculations, and for each structure the most 

recent or reliable reported enthalpy of sublimation has been selected from the work of Chickos 

and Acree36. 

Table 1. The set of seven molecules chosen for the crystal structure calculations.  

    Structureb Thermodynamic datac 

# Substance name CAS no Polymorphsa Z’ Ref ∆Hsub (kJ/mol) T (K) Ref 

a Resorcinol 108-46-3 2 (2*) 1 40 86.0 298 48 

b Vanillin 121-33-5 2 (1) 4 41 88.7 323 49 

c Benzoic acid 65-85-0 1 (1) 1 42 89.7 298 50 

d m-Aminobenzoic acid (mABA) 99-05-8 2 (1) 2 43 122.0 375 51 

e p-Aminobenzoic acid (pABA) 118-92-3 2 (2) 2 ; 1 44 ; 45 112.3 ; 118.8 373 ; 298 51 ; 52 

f o-Hydroxybenzoic acid (oHBA) 69-72-7 1 (1) 1 46 95.1 333 53 

g p-Hydroxybenzoic acid (pHBA) 99-96-7 2 (2*) 1 47 114.1 298 53 

a) The number of plausible reported polymorphs, with the number of polymorphs with 

available crystal structures in parentheses, where an asterisk (*) indicates that the second 

structure is poorly or incompletely determined, e.g. high R-values or no hydrogen atom positions  

b) Data on the crystal structure(s) used in the simulations. The Z’-column lists the number of 

molecules in the asymmetric unit 

c) The enthalpy of sublimation, along with the mean temperature of its determination, are listed 

for the structures used in the simulation  
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Figure 3. The seven model substances used in the crystal structure calculations. 

In an effort to establish a rough estimate of the uncertainties in the available experimentally 

determined enthalpies of sublimation54, a statistical analysis of all data reported for the seven 

model compounds in the work of Chickos and Acree36 is reported in table 2. Experimental lattice 

energies at 0 K are calculated from the reported enthalpies of sublimation using eq. 5, and the 

standard deviations and the ranges of the energies are listed for each substance as a measure of 

the uncertainty. The magnitude of the temperature corrections is on average about 5.5 kJ/mol, or 

6% of the total sublimation enthalpy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 2. Analysis of reported enthalpies of sublimation.a  

Substance No. of 

valuesb 

Avg. Elatt 

[kJ/mol]c 

S.D. 

[kJ/mol] 

Range 

[kJ/mol]d 

Resorcinol 5 -95.5 4.22 7.9 

Vanillin 1 -94.1 - - 

Benzoic 

acid 

33 -94.4 2.22 10.5 

mABA 2 -130.7 2.98 4.2 

pABA 3 -119.9 1.27 2.5 

oHBA 8 -101.1 1.63 5.9 

pHBA 3 -120.2 2.60 4.8 

a) Statistical analysis of the enthalpies of sublimation reported in Chickos and Acree (2002) 

b) The number of experimental values used 

c) The average experimental lattice energy calculated from reported enthalpies of sublimation 

d) The range between the highest and the lowest of the calculated lattice energies 

 

Evaluation of methods for ESP-charge assignment 

In the calculations on crystal structures, ESP-charges used in the calculation of the electrostatic 

part of the energy, are calculated with two built-in modules of the software package Materials 

Studio. An evaluation of the methods has been undertaken, in order to examine whether they, 

used completely on their own (without resorting to auxiliary QM optimization calculations or 

experimentally measured bond distances and angles) can give ESP-charges that correspond to, or 

are linearly scalable to, the HF/6-31G(d) level, and thus whether they are adequate substitutes for 

SCF HF. 

The tested methods are the semi-empirical MNDO and PM3 methods implemented in the 

module Vamp, which uses a simplified technique30 to calculate the ESP, and the gradient 

corrected (GGA) density functionals PW9137, PBE55 and HCTH56, implemented in the module 

Dmol-357. For the latter, a double numerical basis set with polarization functions (d on non-

hydrogen atoms, p on hydrogen atoms) was used. Please see table 8 in the appendix for the exact 



settings used. The techniques for the actual charge fit is quite similar in the two modules: the ESP 

is evaluated at evenly spaced points surrounding the molecule in a rectangular grid, delimited by 

two surfaces, an inner and an outer, defined by multiples of the molecular van der Waals’ radius. 

Ten different simple molecules were used in this evaluation, as listed in table 3. The molecules 

are small, uncharged and feature different atom types, functional groups and bond types. Most 

importantly, they all meet the requirement that experimentally determined gas phase geometries 

for all the molecules are available in the literature18,23, which unfortunately is not the case for the 

model compounds used in the crystal structure calculations. 

 

Table 3. The set of ten molecules chosen for the ESP-charge fits, and the references for the 

experimental structures used in this work. 

Name Formula Atoms Ref. 

Formaldehyde HCOH 4 58 

Formic acid HCOOH 5 59 

Water H2O 3 60 

Ammonia NH3 4 61 

Ethene C2H4 6 62 

Methane CH4 5 63 

Methanol CH3OH 6 64 

Formamide H2NCOH 6 65 

Nitromethane CH3NO2 7 66 

Benzene C6H6 12 67 

 

For each evaluated method, the geometry of the molecules were optimized with that particular 

method, and the molecular ESP and ESP-fitted charges were calculated, using the respective 

method’s built-in techniques. The calculated charges were then compared with a set of SCF 

HF/6-31G(d) reference charges, calculated using experimental geometries (c.f. table 3), with 

Gaussian 03W and the assignment algorithm CHELPG. The optimizations were performed in 

order to fully evaluate the methods, and to emulate the conditions of the prospective user. For 

VAMP, this is completely in line with the stated aim of the NAO-PC method68 which is that the 



method should be good enough to be used on its own, without having to resort to a preliminary 

calculation with a quantum mechanics package. Calculations were also performed on the 

experimentally determined geometries, using Vamp, for purposes of comparison. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Periodic calculations: lattice energy 

The results from the lattice energy calculations are shown in table 4, which lists all the 

investigated methods and the calculated lattice energies for all structures. Experimental lattice 

energies, i.e. the negatives of the experimental enthalpies of sublimation corrected down to 0 K 

using eq. 5, are listed at the end for comparison. For each method, the root mean square (RMS), 

calculated over all the structures, of the relative errors in calculated lattice energies (defined as 

the difference between the calculated and the experimental energy, divided by the experimental 

energy) is given. 

For pABA, only the alpha polymorph has a reported enthalpy of sublimation. However, it is 

possible to calculate an enthalpy of sublimation for the beta polymorph as well, based on 

enthalpy differences between the two polymorphs at the transition temperature, calculated from 

solubility data52. Because of the relative uncertainty of this value, the beta polymorph has been 

excluded from the energy comparisons.  

The ability of each method to rank the substances in the order of experimental lattice energies 

has been evaluated by comparing the energies of all substance pairs, and giving the percentage of 

correctly ranked pairs for all methods. 

 

 

 



Table 4. Calculated lattice energy results.  

 Method specification Calculated lattice energies [kJ/mol] Analysis 

No Force field Chargesa Opt.b Gas 

conf.c Res. Van. 
Benz. 

acid 
mABA pABA α pABA β oHBA pHBA 

RMS 

error [%]d 
Ranking 

[%]e 

1 a Dreiding PW91t Exp Q -475.49 88.64 -51.99 -131.62 -173.39 -93.14 -236.96 -198.96 186 48 

1 b Dreiding PW91t Opt Q -555.04 -82.87 -186.27 -307.79 -314.75 -328.44 -369.22 -337.62 245 48 

1 c Dreiding PW91t Opt MM -505.04 7.54 -112.26 -226.54 -194.71 -208.41 -284.11 -263.85 199 52 

2 a Dreiding PW91g Exp Q -392.38 77.55 -29.25 -234.43 -143.22 -44.79 -225.43 -113.80 156 57 

2 b Dreiding PW91g Opt Q -472.51 -94.31 -164.51 -411.35 -286.18 -279.01 -357.89 -252.62 216 57 

2 c Dreiding PW91g Opt MM -422.51 -3.90 -90.50 -330.10 -166.14 -158.97 -272.79 -178.86 169 62 

3 a Dreiding MNDOg Exp Q -64.63 3.46 17.72 -42.48 -122.69 -13.97 26.52 0.88 90 52 

3 b Dreiding MNDOg Opt Q -158.55 -164.12 -129.49 -225.54 -278.64 -274.96 -130.61 -141.96 73 62 

3 c Dreiding MNDOg Opt MM -107.68 -74.79 -69.16 -162.70 -110.53 -106.85 -79.32 -80.63 23 71 

4 a Dreiding MNDOc Exp Q -65.96 7.24 -31.03 -21.51 -182.26 -71.37 -102.03 -105.99 62 62 

4 b Dreiding MNDOc Opt Q -156.02 -161.24 -172.10 -201.43 -332.43 -325.89 -245.37 -244.13 110 76 

4 c Dreiding MNDOc Opt MM -106.61 -72.20 -112.14 -140.97 -164.57 -158.03 -195.12 -183.04 45 71 

5 a Dreiding QEq Exp Q -173.57 137.01 -99.78 -146.62 -175.98 -77.47 -174.72 -155.51 105 57 

5 b Dreiding QEq Opt Q -257.89 -68.82 -216.20 -318.22 -308.73 -295.41 -307.63 -305.68 154 81 

5 c Dreiding QEq Opt MM -200.07 17.58 -148.21 -248.10 -193.75 -180.44 -227.92 -236.81 100 81 

6 a Dreiding Gasteiger Exp Q -52.48 16.29 -11.81 -3.38 -70.36 32.97 -42.05 -44.34 77 52 

6 b Dreiding Gasteiger Opt Q -144.42 -156.51 -156.52 -186.99 -223.28 -220.94 -195.05 -186.30 70 81 

6 c Dreiding Gasteiger Opt MM -89.07 -65.72 -79.04 -108.92 -100.99 -98.64 -90.74 -107.14 16 90 

7 a Pcff Integral Exp Q 99.44 150.44 -68.92 150.30 50.69 -22.69 55.74 114.43 186 43 

7 b Pcff Integral Opt Q -107.52 -126.28 -113.68 -126.22 -118.57 -116.63 -132.17 -146.48 22 71 

7 c Pcff Integral Opt MM -104.30 -108.20 -102.59 -109.06 -105.35 -103.41 -113.64 -134.72 13 71 

8 a Pcff PW91g Exp Q 104.44 151.49 -44.99 127.54 37.64 5.64 162.19 98.53 198 48 

8 b Pcff PW91g Opt Q -98.05 -127.65 -65.84 -151.72 -130.15 -42.79 70.49 -31.23 73 57 

8 c Pcff PW91g Opt MM -93.91 -107.65 -55.46 -127.25 -116.64 -29.27 86.51 -20.10 79 57 

9 a Compass Integral Exp Q 81.61 150.25 -15.76 144.51 49.48 36.37 95.82 110.19 189 38 

9 b Compass Integral Opt Q -103.55 -112.15 -34.32 -126.36 -115.13 -11.56 1.40 -17.54 56 57 

9 c Compass Integral Opt MM -98.45 -97.04 -26.66 -115.52 -105.59 -2.02 16.67 -8.16 63 52 

10 a Compass PW91g Exp Q 84.84 151.02 -32.40 129.85 36.19 15.41 182.85 114.19 202 43 

10 b Compass PW91g Opt Q -97.94 -114.17 -50.35 -138.04 -126.01 -30.95 91.74 -14.65 82 57 

10 c Compass PW91g Opt MM -91.33 -97.43 -42.61 -121.26 -116.22 -21.16 104.30 -4.95 88 12 

RMS error [%] 176 109 52 90 74 75 132 89   

Experimental lattice energies [kJ/mol] -90.96 -94.07 -94.66 -128.24 -118.50 -123.80 -100.64 -119.06   

a) The method used to determine point charges (PW91 = Dmol-3 PW91, MNDO = Vamp 

MNDO, QEq = Charge equilibration, t = true ESP, g = QM gas phase ESP, c = Coulson) 

b) Whether the energies were calculated on the experimental (exp) or the optimized (opt) 

structures 

c) Whether a quantum chemical method (Q) or molecular mechanics (MM) was used to 

optimize the geometry of the gas phase molecule 

d) The root mean square (RMS) over all structures of the relative errors in calculated lattice 

energies, for each method 

e) The percentage of correctly ranked energy pairs (out of a maximum of 21 pairs) 



 

 

 



Figure 4 a-e. Relative errors in calculated lattice energy for each method, as defined in table 4. 

Each substance is shown in a different colour: dark green – resorcinol; light green – vanillin; dark 

blue – benzoic acid; light blue – mABA; purple – pABA; orange – oHBA; dark red – pHBA. The 

average errors are indicated with a larger, red marker, and the standard deviations shown with red 

lines. N.B. the differing Y-axis scales. 

Figures 4 a-e show the relative errors in the calculated lattice energy for each method and 

substance. The average relative error of each method is also shown, as well as the standard 

deviations of those errors. Overall, two methods stand out somewhat from the others, in a 

positive sense: Pcff with integral charges and structure relaxation, preferably coupled with a Pcff-

optimized gas phase molecule (method no. 7c in table 4), and Dreiding combined with Gasteiger 

charges, also with structure relaxation and a force field optimized gas phase molecule (method 

no. 6c in table 4). The best force field overall in terms of errors in lattice energy was Pcff. That 

said, there are significant discrepancies in the calculated energies even for the most accurate 

methods. For all methods, the errors in predicted lattice energy are larger than the differences 

between the experimental lattice energies of the model substances. 

The Dreiding force field performed quite poorly with PW91 ESP-charges. Not much difference 

was observed between true and gas ESP-charges, the former giving slightly better results. If 

Vamp MNDO is used to calculate the charges, the results for Dreiding become much better, both 

for Coulson and ESP-charges. QEq charges give results somewhere in between those of MNDO 

and PW91 ESP. However, the results clearly indicate that the Gasteiger method gives the charges 

most attuned to the Dreiding force field when it comes to lattice energy. All this could be 

explained by the somewhat complex method with which the Dreiding force field was 

parameterized38; van der Waals’ parameters were taken from various papers by the group of 



Williams, in which different types of charges were used for different atom types, e.g. unscaled 

ESP-charges for oxohydrocarbons69, scaled ESP-charges for azahydrocarbons70, and charges 

treated as parameters to be optimized for simple hydrocarbons71. In the final validation of the 

force field, finally, charges were either ignored altogether or calculated with the Gasteiger 

method. The fact that Dreiding was parameterized partly without any charges at all might indicate 

why Vamp MNDO charges gave better results than Dmol-3 PW91, since the former have been 

shown to be of a much lower magnitude than the latter (vide infra). 

In an investigation of different ways of modelling the electrostatic interactions in molecular 

mechanics using the Dreiding force field, it was shown14 that HF ESP-charges, multipole 

expansions and Gasteiger32 charges met with varying success depending on the molecules. 

Neither of the models could be said to be reliable, and no overall improvement was observed with 

the multipole model compared with point charges, except for rigid molecules. It was found, 

however, that the choice of electrostatic model was of critical importance to the resulting energy 

ranking of the individual forms in polymorphic systems: the positions of the polymorphs were 

frequently interchanged with the change of electrostatic model. Herein lies possibly the 

explanation for the relative success of the Gasteiger charges, and also for the fact that the more 

advanced multipole model gave little or no improvement over point charges. In order to benefit 

from the available electrostatic techniques, a force field must be specifically designed to do so, 

and today most generally available force fields are not. 

For the force fields Pcff and Compass, the integral charges give the smallest lattice energy 

errors. This again shows the importance of using the same kind of charges as in the 

parameterization of a force field. 

The results in table 4 clearly indicate that the best thing to do, in order to obtain reasonably 

accurate lattice energy values, is to be as consistent as possible in the use of the force field; 



overall, the results improve when the crystal structure is optimized with the force field and the 

geometry correction is carried out with a force field optimized gas phase molecule. 

A trend that can be observed in figure 4 is that the Dreiding methods tend to predict too low 

(i.e. large, negative) lattice energy values, whereas the Pcff and Compass force fields generally 

give values that are too high. This is particularly true if the structures are not relaxed; in those 

cases both Pcff and Compass actually predict positive lattice energies for six out of seven 

substances. 

None of the methods has succeeded in ranking the seven structures in the correct energy order. 

Dreiding/Gasteiger (method no. 6c in table 4) comes fairly close, which, considering the small 

errors in lattice energy, is encouraging. The few other methods with relatively good ranking 

scores all have lattice energy errors around 100%. The Pcff force field performed better than 

average when integral charges were used, whereas Compass and Dreiding with ESP-charges 

failed utterly to rank the structures. Furthermore, the vast majority of the methods erroneously 

predict the alpha polymorph of pABA to be the thermodynamically stable one at 0 K. 

It can be seen in figure 4 that for each group of methods, there is a consistency in which 

substances give high and low relative errors, respectively. Specifically, for Dreiding with PW91 

ESP-charges, the energy of vanillin is consistently overestimated by around 200%, while 

resorcinol is found at the other end, with relative errors between -300% and -700%. Overall, the 

errors in predicted energies are smallest for benzoic acid and largest for resorcinol and oHBA. 

Furthermore, it is notable that the two isomeric pairs (the aminobenzoic and hydroxybenzoic 

acids) both show a large difference in calculation precision between the respective isomers, 

despite the chemical similarities. All this points to the difficulty in parameterizing a force field, 

with results varying so much for a group of substances with fairly similarly constructed 

molecules. One possible correlation to the presence of a functional group is the fact that neither 



of the two substances with the lowest error values contain hydroxyl groups, whereas the two 

substances with the highest such values do – resorcinol, giving the highest RMS relative error in 

lattice energy, has two hydroxyl groups. 

 

Figure 5. Relaxation energies for the 10 different methods. Each substance is shown in a 

different colour: dark green – resorcinol; light green – vanillin; dark blue – benzoic acid; light 

blue – mABA; purple – pABA; orange – oHBA; dark red – pHBA. The average values are 

indicated with a larger, red marker, and the standard deviations are shown with red lines. 

The relaxation energies for the methods are shown in figure 5. A low relaxation energy 

indicates that the force field is comparatively well parameterized for that particular structure, 

since the experimental structure is close to the optimized energy minimum. The relaxation 

energies show a marked difference between Dreiding on the one hand and Pcff and Compass on 

the other, the former being slightly lower and with a much lower spread than the latter. Within 

each force field, however, the differences between different charge sets are comparatively small. 

As regards the difference between the substances, it can be seen that, for Dreiding, resorcinol 

consistently gives the lowest relaxation energy, whereas for Pcff and Compass, benzoic acid 



gives the lowest values. For all the force fields, mABA and vanillin place at the other end, with 

the highest relaxation energies. With the exception of benzoic acid for the force fields Pcff and 

Compass, no single case is observed where the (absolute) relaxation energy is less than 80 

kJ/mol, and the best method on average is Dreiding with PW91 true ESP-charges, with an 

average of 140 kJ/mol. Overall, however, the relaxation energies are remarkably large – in the 

same range as the lattice energies – which is an indication that the minima on the potential energy 

hypersurface are steep. 

Compared to the difference between calculated and experimental lattice energies (figure 4) and 

to the relaxation energies (figure 5), in most cases the uncertainty in the experimental enthalpy of 

sublimation and the correction down to 0 K are small. However, for the methods that performed 

best, the calculated lattice energies are so close to the experimental values that the deviation is 

essentially within the experimental uncertainty. 

In table 5, the non-bonded part of the lattice energy is divided into its constituent parts: 

electrostatic energy, dispersion energy and, uniquely for Dreiding, a special hydrogen bonding 

energy. These terms are given in the form of relative magnitudes, Mrel, calculated using eq. 6: 
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where the denominator is the sum of the non-bonded differences in electrostatic energy, Ee, 

dispersion energy, Evdw, and hydrogen bonding energy, Ehb, between the crystal structure and 

the gas phase molecule. 

 

 



Table 5: Averages over the seven substances of components contributing to the non-bonded 

energy, for each method and overall. 

 Method specification Electrostatic (Ee) 

contribution 

Dispersion (Evdw) 

contribution 

Hydrogen bond (Ehb) 

contribution 

No Force field Charges Opt. Gas conf. Avg.Mrel 

[%] 

S.D. Avg.Mrel 

[%] 

S.D. Avg.Mrel 

[%] 

S.D. 

1 a Dreiding PW91t Exp Q 80.6 10.3 7.9 11.7 11.5 5.5 

1 b Dreiding PW91t Opt Q 60.1 17.0 30.5 16.4 9.4 4.4 

1 c Dreiding PW91t Opt MM 65.3 15.6 24.3 13.8 10.4 4.4 

2 a Dreiding PW91g Exp Q 76.8 13.6 9.2 13.2 14.0 9.1 

2 b Dreiding PW91g Opt Q 47.9 22.4 34.8 19.3 17.3 19.5 

2 c Dreiding PW91g Opt MM 53.1 22.9 28.4 17.0 18.4 19.2 

3 a Dreiding MNDOg Exp Q 27.5 25.7 38.1 27.2 34.4 21.0 

3 b Dreiding MNDOg Opt Q 21.2 23.6 58.3 25.8 20.5 7.6 

3 c Dreiding MNDOg Opt MM 19.6 21.3 60.6 22.6 19.8 5.4 

4 a Dreiding MNDOc Exp Q 54.9 24.3 25.2 24.8 19.9 8.4 

4 b Dreiding MNDOc Opt Q 45.7 21.2 38.9 23.7 15.4 7.5 

4 c Dreiding MNDOc Opt MM 42.9 20.2 42.1 21.5 15.0 6.2 

5 a Dreiding QEq Exp Q 81.4 8.7 7.7 8.7 10.9 5.5 

5 b Dreiding QEq Opt Q 58.4 8.8 31.6 12.5 10.0 4.6 

5 c Dreiding QEq Opt MM 65.0 7.1 24.0 9.2 11.1 3.5 

6 a Dreiding Gasteiger Exp Q 41.0 11.1 21.2 22.9 37.9 12.3 

6 b Dreiding Gasteiger Opt Q 17.5 8.6 64.6 16.5 17.9 8.4 

6 c Dreiding Gasteiger Opt MM 21.5 8.2 57.4 14.7 21.0 7.0 

All Dreiding 48.9 26.2 33.6 24.6 17.5 12.3 

7 a Pcff Integral Exp Q 36.1 11.6 63.8 11.6 0.0 0.0 

7 b Pcff Integral Opt Q 38.0 11.5 62.0 11.5 0.0 0.0 

7 c Pcff Integral Opt MM 38.7 10.0 61.3 10.0 0.0 0.0 

8 a Pcff PW91g Exp Q 38.3 12.7 61.6 12.7 0.0 0.0 

8 b Pcff PW91g Opt Q 39.5 13.8 60.5 13.8 0.0 0.0 

8 c Pcff PW91g Opt MM 39.6 11.6 60.4 11.6 0.0 0.0 

All Pcff 38.4 11.2 61.6 11.2 0.0 0.0 

9 a Compass Integral Exp Q 39.3 10.6 60.7 10.6 0.0 0.0 

9 b Compass Integral Opt Q 43.0 14.2 57.0 14.2 0.0 0.0 

9 c Compass Integral Opt MM 45.2 12.8 54.8 12.8 0.0 0.0 

10 a Compass PW91g Exp Q 40.9 11.3 59.1 11.2 0.0 0.0 

10 b Compass PW91g Opt Q 46.5 14.8 53.5 14.8 0.0 0.0 

10 c Compass PW91g Opt MM 47.0 12.9 53.0 12.9 0.0 0.0 

All Compass 43.6 12.4 56.3 12.4 0.0 0.0 

Overall 45.8 22.0 43.7 24.0 10.5 12.8 

 

The most interesting thing to contemplate in table 5 is the electrostatic contribution. The 

unweighted, overall average for all the tested methods is 46%, or 56% if the hydrogen bonding 

term (chiefly electrostatic in nature) is included. The numbers differ for the three force fields: for 

the Dreiding methods, the electrostatic energy together with the hydrogen bonding term amounts 

to 66% of the non-bonded energy, compared to just 38% and 44% for Pcff and Compass, 

respectively. There are large variations between the different Dreiding methods, however, and 



there is a definite correlation between the electrostatic percentage of the non-bonded energy and 

the error in predicted lattice energy, which is not found for Pcff and Compass. The reason for this 

is believed to be that Dreiding was parameterized partly without any charges at all, which would 

bias the force field against electrostatic energies.  

When comparing the different substances, no simple correlation has been found between the 

magnitude of the electrostatic term and the errors in calculated lattice energies. This is hardly 

surprising, since the substances differ with respect to functional groups and molecular geometry. 

 

Periodic calculations: structure 

The general suitability of a force field is related to both its ability to correctly calculate the 

shape of the potential energy hypersurface, and to correctly displace and normalize it with regard 

to energy. In view of this, it is also important to compare the structural difference between an 

experimental and an optimized structure. A small structural relaxation could be regarded as 

evidence that the force field is well equipped to cope with the structure in question. Several 

methods for such comparisons exist, but an established reference is lacking. The built-in 

clustering algorithm of the Materials Studio module Polymorph predictor has been used 

previously for this purpose72. However, the method was designed to sort structures into ‘similar’ 

and ‘dissimilar’, and it is not a reliable method for actually ranking structures based on similarity. 

Our own experience has shown that it is too strict, and cannot recognize similarity unless it is 

very marked. In this work, we use the method of Day et al.21, and that of Chisholm and 

Motherwell73. In the former, the structural difference is described by the RMS (root mean square) 

of the percentage of deviation in the unit cell dimensions a, b and c from a common reference, in 

this case the experimental structure. The reduced, or Niggli, unit cells were calculated for all the 

crystal structures using the CCDC software Mercury CSD. 



In the much cited method of Chisholm and Motherwell73, an optimized structural overlay 

between the two structures is effected, based on the root mean square of differences in atom 

positions of a defined number of molecules in a sphere surrounding a central molecule. In the 

present work, all non-hydrogen atoms in a 15-molecule sphere were included in the optimization, 

carried out with Mercury CSD. 

Table 6 lists the structural similarity after relaxation of the experimental structures, with ten 

different methods. It shows that the methods of structure comparison agree reasonably well with 

one another in terms of ranking the methods. The best ranked force field methods are the Pcff 

force field with integral charges and the Dreiding/PW91 ESP methods. For these methods, RMS 

deviations in cell parameters are all below 4%, fulfilling one stated criterion72 of an acceptable 

difference being less than 5%. However, the experimental uncertainties in crystal structure 

determinations for the structures of the present study are below 0.1% (with one exception). It is 

inconclusive whether ESP-charges work better or worse than integral charges with Pcff and 

Compass; the outcome depends on the substance. Dreiding with QEq, MNDO ESP and Coulson 

charges are the worst performers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 6. Structural change on optimization in terms of lattice parameters.  

Method specification Root mean square of changes in reduced (Niggli) lattice parameters [%]a 

No Force field Charges Res. Van. Benz. ac. mABA pABA  pABA  oHBA pHBA  Overall RMSb 

1 Dreiding PW91t 2.71 3.17 3.05 0.58 1.09 3.06 6.01 4.32 3.40 (2) 

2 Dreiding PW91g 2.85 3.41 2.81 1.86 0.38 2.96 6.81 3.53 3.52 (3) 

3 Dreiding MNDOg 8.08 2.68 1.54 4.78 3.09 5.63 22.38 2.54 8.99 (8) 

4 Dreiding MNDOc 7.16 4.07 0.94 0.62 2.11 2.93 22.80 2.63 8.72 (6) 

5 Dreiding QEq 6.47 3.67 2.46 1.56 0.31 3.70 23.26 9.78 9.45 (10) 

6 Dreiding Gasteiger 7.44 3.51 2.21 3.24 1.94 4.34 22.72 4.65 8.97 (7) 

7 Pcff Integral 3.98 3.80 3.34 1.21 1.20 3.67 0.92 4.68 3.17 (1) 

8 Pcff PW91g 12.01 4.23 2.57 3.42 3.20 6.16 0.89 3.73 5.51 (5) 

9 Compass Integral 2.80 3.04 2.84 6.77 1.57 2.83 24.14 3.79 9.21 (9) 

10 Compass PW91g 6.53 3.63 2.70 3.87 2.74 2.90 2.67 4.41 3.88 (4) 

Overall RMSc 6.63 3.55 2.54 3.37 2.02 3.99 16.59 4.81 7.01 

RMS of maximum experimental errors [%]d 0.01 0.02 0.06 0.07 0.30 0.01 n.a. 0.08 0.12 

Method specification Root mean square of difference in position of non-H atoms in 15 molecule shell [Å]e 

No Force field Charges Res. Van. Benz. ac. mABA pABA  pABA  oHBA pHBA  Overall avg RMSf 

1 Dreiding PW91t 0.171 0.323 0.293 0.359 0.300 0.292 0.468 0.325 0.316 (3) 

2 Dreiding PW91g 0.184 0.339 0.324 0.417 0.276 0.286 0.507 0.289 0.328 (4) 

3 Dreiding MNDOg 0.553 0.541 0.536 0.566 0.298 0.407 1.556 0.239 0.587 (9) 

4 Dreiding MNDOc 0.482 0.604 0.512 0.355 0.262 0.274 1.599 0.234 0.540 (7) 

5 Dreiding QEq 0.441 0.669 0.590 0.371 0.250 0.308 1.703 0.706 0.630 (10) 

6 Dreiding Gasteiger 0.502 0.590 0.495 0.487 0.257 0.326 1.593 0.349 0.575 (8) 

7 Pcff Integral 0.278 0.467 0.282 0.267 0.184 0.273 0.315 0.371 0.305 (1) 

8 Pcff PW91g 1.311 0.386 0.238 0.473 0.277 0.543 0.280 0.314 0.478 (5) 

9 Compass Integral 0.178 0.317 0.277 0.476 0.273 0.264 1.782 0.320 0.486 (6) 

10 Compass PW91g 0.436 0.327 0.245 0.307 0.257 0.272 0.272 0.328 0.306 (2) 

Overall average RMSg 0.454 0.456 0.379 0.408 0.263 0.325 1.008 0.348 0.455 

a) Root mean square (RMS) values of relative changes in the lattice dimensions (a,b,c) of the 

reduced cells of seven model substances on optimization with for 10 different methods  

b) RMS values of reduced cell parameter changes over all the structures, listed for each 

method, with the rankings of the methods in parentheses 

c) RMS values of reduced cell parameter changes over all the methods, listed for each 

substance/polymorph 

d) RMS values of the maximum errors in experimental lattice parameters, listed for each 

structure and overall, based on reported standard deviations and a 95.4% confidence interval 

e) RMS values of the difference in atom positions after a least-squares overlay of a 15-molecule 

shell, for seven model substances on optimization with 10 different methods 

f) Average of RMS of atom position differences, listed for each method, with rankings of the 

methods in parentheses 

g) Average of RMS of atom position differences, listed for each substance/polymorph 

 

For some methods, the substance oHBA in particular is the cause for a large part of the total 

error. The reason for this apparent failure to locate a minimum sufficiently close to the 



experimental structure is not immediately clear. An analysis of the relaxed structures reveals that 

a slight change in the angle between planes of stacked carboxylic acid dimers is the cause of the 

poor similarity values. If the substance oHBA is removed from the set, Compass also performs 

quite well. 

It can be argued that for molecules of the kind used in the present work, the most important 

feature defining the crystal structure is the presence and configuration of hydrogen bonds. In 

table 7, the average absolute changes in the lengths of a selected set of hydrogen bonds for eight 

crystal structures are listed for each method. The hydrogen bonds have been selected by visual 

inspection of the structures. A hydrogen bond is defined in this work as the interaction between a 

donor hydrogen H (attached to either a nitrogen or oxygen donor atom A) and an acceptor atom B 

(either nitrogen or oxygen) with a maximum length of 2.6 Å and a minimum angle AHB of 90°. 

All interactions present in the experimental structures conforming to these limitations have been 

included in the analysis. 

Table 7. Average absolute change in hydrogen bond lengths of the eight crystal structures upon 

optimization.  

No Force field Charges Avg. abs. difference in 

H-bond lengths (Å) 

1 Dreiding PW91t 0.17 

2 Dreiding PW91g 0.18 

3 Dreiding MNDOg 0.26 

4 Dreiding MNDOc 0.22 

5 Dreiding QEq 0.18 

6 Dreiding Gasteiger 0.22 

7 Pcff Integral 0.10 

8 Pcff PW91g 0.13 

9 Compass Integral 0.12 

10 Compass PW91g 0.11 

 

In the H-bond analysis, the Pcff force field with integral charges performs best, with Compass 

close behind, and for both these force fields the type of charges matters very little to the result. 

As regards Dreiding, the PW91 ESP-charges and the QEq charges fared slightly better than the 



other techniques, while the MNDO ESP-charges led to the biggest changes in H-bond lengths. 

This contradicts the results of the lattice energy comparison (table 4). Again, the reason is 

probably related to parameterization issues: since Dreiding was not parameterized for ESP-

charges, lattice energy errors become larger with increasing charge magnitude, but in a 

qualitative sense, PW91 ESP-charges give a better description of the electrostatics than MNDO 

ESP-charges. 

Finally, some remarks regarding the applicability of these results to other classes of molecules. 

The quality of the periodic force field calculations should not depend to any great degree on 

molecular size, but molecular characteristics such as polarity or the presence of other atom types 

than those included in this work could influence the results. The force fields evaluated here all 

come with claims of being fairly generic, but the key in choosing a force field is still to look at 

the molecular classes for which the force field was parameterized. As to the degree of molecular 

flexibility, the molecules in this work are all fairly rigid, and as a result the magnitude of the 

corrections for conformational changes in going from the gas phase to the solid are smaller than 

they would be for e.g. some of the more complex pharmaceutical substances.  

 

Methods for ESP-charge assignment 

ESP-charges, calculated with the modules Dmol-3 and Vamp, were plotted against the 

Gaussian SCF HF reference charges. A regression line was fitted with the least squares method, 

using an equation without intercept so as to preserve the total charge17. The quality of the linear 

model for each set of charges was tested with Pearson’s product-moment coefficient of 

correlation, R. The regression results are shown in figures 6-8, where C is the calculated scaling 

coefficient required to transform the magnitude of the calculated charges to the reference level. 



 

 

Figure 6 a-c. ESP-charges calculated with the three Dmol-3 methods plotted against ESP-

charges calculated with Gaussian 03W HF/6-31G(d). For the Dmol-3 calculations, the molecules 

were optimized with Dmol-3 before the ESP calculations. Each point represents one atom point 

charge. The solid red line is the fitted regression line, the dashed line shows the equation x = y, C 

is the scaling coefficient and R the regression coefficient. 



 

Figure 7 a-b. ESP-charges calculated with the Vamp methods MNDO and PM3 plotted against 

ESP-charges calculated with Gaussian 03W HF/6-31G(d). The molecules were optimized with 

Vamp before the ESP calculations. 

 

Figure 8 a-b. ESP-charges calculated with the Vamp methods MNDO and PM3 plotted against 

ESP-charges calculated with Gaussian 03W HF/6-31G(d). The experimental molecular 

geometries were used for all calculations. 

It is apparent from figure 6 that the charges obtained by all the three functionals of the module 

Dmol-3 show good linear correlation to the Gaussian HF/6-31G(d) charges, with scaling 

coefficients reasonably close to, and never below, unity, indicating that these methods slightly 

but consistently underestimate the values of the electrostatic potential just outside the van der 



Waals’ shell, in comparison with SCF HF. These results justify the use of Dmol-3 PW91 in 

calculations of ESP-charges for crystal structure simulations. However, in the present work, the 

Dmol-3 charges were left unscaled, as it is far from certain that the scaling coefficients are 

portable to a slightly different set of molecules. Whether the Dmol-3 charges are ‘better’ or 

‘worse’ than the SCF HF charges is open for debate. Generally speaking, DFT will give a higher 

precision than SCF HF owing to the inclusion of some electron correlation effects, but Dmol-3 

uses a slightly different kind of basis set as well as a different technique for assigning charges 

compared to Gaussian 03W. The speed of the two types of calculations (DFT and SCF HF) are 

roughly equal, but today a single point ESP calculation on a simple molecule only takes a few 

seconds on a normal workstation. 

All the Vamp methods failed to produce charges that could be linearly scaled to the HF/6-

31G(d)-level; looking at figures 7-8 there is a considerable evident scattering in the data points, 

with R-values between 0.6 and 0.8 and scaling coefficients indicating that somewhere between a 

four- and five-fold underestimation of the magnitude of the charges has taken place. The failure 

using optimized molecules (figure 7) could potentially originate from i) the optimization of the 

molecular geometry, ii) the calculation of the ESP, and iii) the fit of the charges to the ESP. The 

simulations using experimental geometries (figure 8) show a marginal improvement, indicating 

that only part of the problem is to be found in the geometry optimization, which relies heavily on 

the capability of the semi-empirical wave functions. The quite simplified theoretical basis of the 

VESPA/NAO-PC approach used in Vamp to calculate the ESP and fit the charges can probably 

explain the remainder. The performance of Vamp in the present work is far inferior to that of 

MOPAC MNDO and PM3 as reported by Besler et al.23 and Alemán et al.27, and, more 

germanely, to the results of Beck et al.30, obtained with Vamp on experimental gas phase 

geometries. In the first case, the cause is most likely due to the much more rigorous methods used 



by Besler, Merz and Kollman23. In the second case, the results are more puzzling, as the charges 

obtained by these authors using Vamp together with experimental molecular geometries are fairly 

well linearly correlated. 

The degree of precision that is required in a set of charges depends on the intended application. 

The electrostatic energy of a force field is extremely sensitive to changes in the point charges7, 

and it has been reported that uncertainties as small as 0.02 e (in atomic units) can have 

chemically significant effects74. This must be viewed in light of the fact that ESP-charges 

sometimes vary significantly with molecular conformation20. Finally, no general trends can be 

discovered with respect to how well the methods apportion charges to different atom types. Vamp 

appears to have trouble with nitrogen – these charges deviate the most from the correlated 

straight line – with the carbon of nitromethane – possibly as a direct result of the poorly 

calculated charge on the nitrogen atom – and the aldehyde and methanol carbons. 



CONCLUSIONS 

The overall conclusion is that generic force fields and conventional point charges frequently 

result in a poor estimation of lattice energy, even for fairly simple organic molecules, and this 

may explain why ranking of polymorphs in crystal structure prediction often appears to be 

incorrect. 

It has been shown that the vast majority of the evaluated methods cannot be used to calculate 

accurate absolute lattice energies for medium sized, aromatic organics. However, by taking care 

to choose the right combination of force field and charge assignment technique, the errors in 

predicted energies can be significantly reduced, down to levels around 10% – the same order of 

magnitude as variations in experimental lattice energy values derived from enthalpies of 

sublimation. Based on lattice energy errors and ranking scores, the conclusion is that Pcff with its 

own built-in charges and Dreiding with Gasteiger charges are the only two methods useful for the 

calculation of energies for the kind of molecules used in this study. The best results are obtained 

when the same force field method is used to optimize the crystal structure and the gas phase 

molecule used in the molecular geometry correction. 

As regards structure relaxation, it is found that the majority of methods result in fairly small 

structural changes upon relaxation. However, in many cases the corresponding decrease in lattice 

energy is very large. Out of the evaluated methods, the force field Pcff with integral charges 

results in the smallest structural change. For Dreiding, the results differ from the energy 

calculations in that DFT-based ESP-charges worked better than Gasteiger and MNDO charges. 

All the tested force fields have been found to be very dependent on charges, particularly 

Dreiding, for which there is a correlation between the electrostatic percentage of the non-bonded 

energy and the error in calculated lattice energy. An overestimation of the magnitude of the 

electrostatic energy seems to be the most important reason for poor lattice energy calculations 



using this force field. Based on the results of this study it is recommended to always use the same 

method of charge assignment as was used in the parameterization of the force field. 

As regards the built-in methods for ESP-charge assignment, this study has shown that the 

module Dmol-3 of Materials Studio 3.2 from Accelrys may be used on its own in preparing ESP-

charges for use in polymorph prediction. The charges obtained for small, organic molecules with 

Dmol-3 without resorting to external software for the QM optimization of the gas phase 

geometry, nor with prior experimental knowledge of it, are linearly scalable to the HF/6-31G(d) 

level of theory. The functionals PW91 and PBE were found to give slightly better linear 

correlations to the reference charges than HCTH, but the correlation coefficients of all three 

models exceed 0.97. The performance of the module Vamp, of the same software package, 

appears to be unacceptable as a substitute to SCF HF. The linear correlation coefficients of the 

charges obtained using the MNDO and PM3 techniques are below 0.7 when the molecules are 

optimized with Vamp, and only marginally better if experimental geometries are used. 

 



APPENDIX: DETAILED CALCULATION SETTINGS 

Table 8. Calculation settings. 

Variable Setting 

   Forcite  

Optimization algorithm Smart 

Convergence energy 2.0 × 10-5 kcal/mol 

Convergence force 0.001 kcal/mol,Å 

Convergence stress 0.001 GPa 

Conv. displacement 1.0 × 10-5 Å 

Max. iterations 1000 

External pressure 0 

Optimize cell yes 

E-static sum method Ewald 

   Ewald accuracy 1.0 × 10-5 kcal/mol 

   Buffer width 0.5 Å 

vdW sum method Ewald 

   Ewald accuracy 1.0 × 10-5 kcal/mol 

   Buffer width 0.5 Å 

   Repulsive cutoff 6.0 Å 

H-bond sum method Atom based 

   Cutoff distance 6.0 Å 

   Spline width 0.5 Å 

   Buffer width  0.5 Å 

   Vamp 

RMS force convergence 0.001 kcal/mol,Å 

Max step size 0.2 Å 

Hessian Partial 

Convergence scheme Pulay/IIS 

SCF tolerance 5.0 × 10-9 

Max. SCF cycles 1,000 

Fitting grid and spacing Default values used 

   Dmol-3 

Core treatment All electron 

Basis set DNP 

Constraints Symmetry 

Energy convergence 1.0 × 10-6 Ha - 1.0 × 10-7 Ha 

Max. force 0.002 Ha/Å 

Max. displacement 0.005 Å 

Max. iterations 1,000 

Max. step size 0.3 Å 

SCF tolerance 1.0 × 10-6 - 1.0 × 10-7 

Max. SCF cycles 1,000 

Multipolar expansion Hexadecapole 

Density mixing, charge 0.2 

Density mixing, spin 0.5 

Outer fitting grid limit rvdw + 1.5 Å 

Inner fitting grid limit rvdw 

Fitting grid spacing 0.5 Å 

   Gaussian 

Energy convergence 1.00 × 10-6 Ha 

Max. cycles 128 

Basis set 6-31G(d) 

Charge fit technique CHELPG 
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